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Bajirao mastani dialogue video. Dialogue bajirao mastani.
In the midst of the pandemic, the Chhattisgarh police in Raigarh decided the best way to encourage public safety measures was to use Bollywood film dialogues in their posters, re-interpreting Bachchan’s bravado or the 3 Idiots masks as a public service announcement. What they understood, and what most people already know is the immediate
cultural connect of such dialogues and iconography. When in a Mumbai train station you see Bachchan’s Deewar and Zameer posters with their dialogues appropriated to some public health issue, you immediately look to see what it is, and chuckle at both the wit (forced, or otherwise) and the message! Such is the power of Hindi film dialogue.
Keeping that in mind, we have curated 50 iconic dialogues from Bollywood films that you must have used, or at least were tempted to at some point. Also Read: QUIZ: Who Said These Popular Bollywood Movie Dialogues? 1) “Mere paas maa hai.” Movie: Deewar (1975) Writer: Salim-Javed 2) “Pushpa, I hate tears…” Movie: Amar Prem (1972) Writer:
Ramesh Pant (dialogues), Arabinda Mukhopadhyay 3) “Kitne aadmi the!” Movie: Sholay (1975) Writer: Salim-Javed 4) “Babumoshai, zindagi badi honi chahiye, lambi nahi.” Movie: Anand (1971) Writer: Gulzar (dialogues), Hrishikesh Mukherjee, D.N. Mukherjee, Bimal Dutta 5) “Rishtey mein toh hum tumhare baap lagte hai, naam hai Shahenshaah!”
Movie: Shahenshah (1988) Writer: Santosh Saroj (dialogue), Inder Raj Anand 6) “Dosti ka ek usool hai madam – no sorry, no thank you.” Movie: Maine Pyaar Kiya (1989) Writer: Sooraj Barjatya 7) “Kutte kaminey main tera khoon pee jaunga.” Movie: Yaadon Ki Baraat (1973) Writer: Nasir Hussein (dialogue), Salim- Javed 8) “Mogambo khush hua!”
Movie: Mr. India (1987) Writer: Salim- Javed 9) “Hum jahan khade hote hain line yahi se shuru hoti hai.” Movie: Kaalia (1981) Writer: Tinnu Anand, Inder Raj Anand, Shahjahan 10) “Bade bade deshon mein aisi choti-choti baatein hoti rehti hai, Senorita.” Movie: Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) Writer: Javed Siddiqui, Aditya Chopra Also Read:
Quiz: How Well Do You Know Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge? 11) “Haar kar jeetne wale ko baazigar kehte hai.” Movie: Baazigar (1993) Writer: Akash Khurana, Javed Siddiqui, Robin Bhatt 12) “Mere Karan Arjun aayenge.” Movie: Karan Arjun (1995) Writer: Anwar Khan, Sachin Bhowmick, Ravi Kapoor 13) “Agar maa ka doodh piya hai toh samne aa!”
Movie: Laawaris (1981) Writer: Kader Khan (dialogue), Shashi Bhushan, Prakash Mehra, Din Dayal Sharma 14) “Uska to na bad luck hi kharab hai.” Movie: Rangeela (1995) Writer: Neeraj Vora, Sanjay Chhel (dialogues), Ram Gopal Varma Also Read: 25 Years Of Rangeela: How AR Rahman Created His First Hindi Film Album 15) “Crime Master Gogo
naam hai mera, aankhen nikal ke gotiyan khelta hun main.” Movie: Andaz Apna Apna (1994) Writer: Rajkumar Santhoshi, Dilip Shukla
16) “Tareekh pe tareekh, tareekh pe tareekh, tareekh pe tareekh milti gayi My Lord, par insaaf nahi mila!” Movie: Damini (1993) Writer: Rajkumar Santoshi, Sutanu Gupta, Dilip Shukla 17) “Rahul, naam toh suna hi
hoga.” Movie: Dil To Pagal Hai (1997) Writer: Aditya Chopra (dialogue), Tanuja Chandra,Pamela Chopra, Yash Chopra 18) “Mein apni favourite hoon!” Movie : Jab We Met (2007) Writer: Imitiaz Ali 19) “Picture abhi baaki hai mere dost!” Movie: Om Shanti Om (2007) Writer: Mayur Puri (dialogues), Mushtaq Sheikh, Farah Khan 20) “How’s the josh?”
Movie: URI: The Surgical Strike (2019) Writer: Aditya Dhar How’s the distance: pic.twitter.com/uMgRomg8pX — Mumbai Police (@MumbaiPolice) June 8, 2020 21) “Thappad se darr nahi lagta sahab, pyaar se lagta hai.” Movie : Dabangg (2010) Writer: Abhinav Kashyap, Dilip Shukla 22) “Filmein sirf teen cheezo ke wajah se chalti hai…
entertainment, entertainment, entertainment…aur main entertainment hoon.” Movie: Dirty Picture (2011) Writer: Rajat Arora 23) “Ek baar jo maine commitment kar di, fir main apne aap ki bhi nahi sunta.” Movie: Wanted (2009) Writer: Shiraz Ahmed, Sunil Kumar Agarwal 24) “All izz well” Movie: 3 Idiots (2010) Writer: Abhijat Joshi, Rajkumar
Hirani 'All Izz Well' against virus only if you wear your mask properly.#DontBeACovidiot pic.twitter.com/Ez1xdfrFU4 — Mumbai Police (@MumbaiPolice) September 28, 2020 25) “Tumse naa ho payega.” Movie: Gangs Of Wasseypur (2012) Writer: Anurag Kashyap, Zeeshan Quadri, Akhilesh Jaiswal, Sachin Ladia 26) “Aap humse humari zindagi
maang lete hum aap ko khushi khushi de dete, par aapne toh humse humara guroor cheen liya.” Movie: Bajirao Mastani (2015) Writer: Prakash Kapadia, Sanjay Leela Bhansali 27) “Ye dhai kilo ka haath jab kisi pe padta hai na to aadmi uthta nahi uth jata hai.” Movie: Damini (1993) Writer: Rajkumar Santoshi, Sutanu Gupta, Dilip Shukla 28) “Kaun
kambakht bardaasht karne ko peeta hai.” Movie: Devdas (2002) Writer: Prakash Kapadia (dialogue), Sanjay Leela Bhansali 29) “Abhi koi aur batayega main koun hai?” Movie: Gully Boy (2019) Writer: Vijay Maurya (dialogue), Zoya Akhtar, Reema Kagti 30) “Don’t underestimate the power of a common man!” Movie: Chennai Express (2013) Writer:
Farhad Samji, Sajid (dialogue), Yunus Sajawal, Robin Bhatt 31) “Mhari choriya chhoro se kam hai kay!” Movie: Dangal (2016) Writer: Nitesh Tiwari, Piyush Gupta, Shreyas Jain, Nikhil Meharotra 32) “Tell me how it was!” Movie: Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham (2001) Writer: Sheena Parikh, Karan Johar 33) “Tension lene ka nahi, sirf dene ka.” Movie:
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003) Writer: Abbas Tyrewala (dialogue), Rajkumar Hirani, Vidhu Vinod Chopra, Lajan Joseph 34) “Sara shehar mujhe lion ke naam se jaanta hai.” Movie: Kalicharan (1976) Writer: Jainendra Jain 35) “Our business is our business, none of your business.” Movie: Race 3 (2018) Writer: Shiraz Ahmed & Kiran Kotrial 36) “Don’t angry
me!” Movie: Rowdy Rathore (2012) Writer: Shiraz Ahmed 37) “Har team main bas ek hi gunda ho sakta hai aur iss team ka gunda main hoon!” Movie: Chak De! India (2007) Writer: Jaideep Sahni 38) “Jaa Simran jee le apni zindagi!” Movie: Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) Writer: Aditya Chopra, Javed Siddiqui 39) “Basanti, inn kutton ke saamne
mat naachna!” Movie: Sholay (1975) Writer: Salim – Javed Also Read: 45 Things You Didn’t Know About Sholay 40) “Don ko pakadna mushkil hi nahi … namumkin hai!” Movie: Don (1978) Writer: Salim-Javed 41) “Goli nahin marenge, keh ke lenge uski.” Movie: Gangs of Wasseypur (2012) Writer: Anurag Kashyap, Zeeshan Quadri, Akhilesh Jaiswal,
Sachin Ladia 42) “Saala ye dukh kaahe khatam nahi hota hai be.” Movie: Masaan (2015) Writer: Varun Grover 43) “Main madira nahi peeti ji.” Movie: Chaalbaaz (1989) Writer: Kamlesh Pandey (dialogue), Pankaj Parashar 44) “Maska hai maska… ek dum jhakaas!” Movie: Yudh (1985) Writer: Naeem Sha (dialogue), Rajeev Rai 45) “Main aaj bhi
pheke hue paise nahin uthata.” Movie: Deewar (1975) Writer: Salim-Javed 46) “Aap purush hi nahi…. mahapurush hai.” Movie: Andaz Apna Apna (1994) Writer: Rajkumar Santhoshi, Dilip Shukla 47) “Insaan ka motion uska emotion ke saath juda hota hai.” Movie: Piku (2015) Writer: Juhi Chaturvedi 48) “Utha le re baba.” Movie: Hera Pheri (2000)
Writer: Neeraj Vora 49) “Kabhi kabhi lagta hain ki apun hi bhagwaan hain.” Show: Sacred Games (2018) Writer: Varun Grover, Smita Singh, Vasant Nath, Bhaumik Gondaliya, Dhruv Narang, Pooja Tolani, Nihit Bhave 50) “Parampara. Pratishtha. Anushasan. Yeh is gurukul ke teen stambh hai.” Movie: Mohabbatein (2000) Writer: Aditya Chopra 2015
Hindi film directed by Krish Gabbar Is BackTheatrical release posterDirected byKrish JagarlamudiWritten byRajat AroraStory byA. R. MurugadossBased onRamanaaProduced by Sanjay Leela Bhansali Viacom 18 Motion Pictures Starring Akshay Kumar Shruti Haasan CinematographyNirav ShahEdited byRajesh G. PandeyMusic by Songs: Chirantan
Bhatt Yo Yo Honey Singh Manj Musik Background Score: Amar Mohile ProductioncompanyBhansali ProductionsDistributed byViacom 18 Motion Pictures Panorama Studios (Overseas)Release date 1 May 2015 (2015-05-01) Running time121 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindiBox office₹136 crore[1] Gabbar Is Back is a 2015 Indian Hindi-language
vigilante action film directed by Krish Jagarlamudi, written by Rajat Arora and produced by Sanjay Leela Bhansali. The film stars Akshay Kumar and Shruti Haasan with Kareena Kapoor in a special appearance.[2][3] An official remake of A. R. Murugadoss's 2002 Tamil film Ramanaa, it is named after the antagonist played by Amjad Khan from the
1975 film Sholay. The film was released theatrically on 1 May 2015 and became a commercial success. Plot The police get information that 10 tehsildars across Maharashtra have been mysteriously kidnapped. However, no sooner are they mysteriously returned – except the most corrupt officer, who is hanged. The police get a CD from mystery man
'Gabbar', who says his mission is to target corrupt officers. Police driver Sadhuram is convinced he can crack the mystery of who is Gabbar, even though his superior officers humiliate and insult him in front of the other officers. National College professor Aditya Singh Rajput thrashes some goons who try to vandalize college property while he
demonstrates his Physics lecture to the students. On his way home one night, he encounters a young lawyer, Shruti, who is in a hurry to take a pregnant woman to the hospital, but the woman's water breaks, and Shruti, claiming to be aware of the delivery process, sends Aditya out. With the delivery being successful, they drive to the hospital, but
before Shruti can thank Aditya, she finds him gone. Some days later, she bumps into Aditya again during a fight, and they begin dating. Sadhuram in the meantime finds out there's one honest officer in each department across the state, and is convinced that each of these honest officers has a link to Gabbar. One fateful day, Aditya and Shruti are
checking out of a roadside café when Shruti is hurt in a minor accident, and Aditya takes her to the Patil Hospital where a female doctor insists on taking a number of expensive tests despite minimal injury. Aditya happens to overhear a doctor try to suggest the rather expensive Caesarean section delivery and is soon convinced of the hospital staff's
dirty tricks when he notices a father-daughter duo being informed of the mother's death only after an expensive bill was paid. He deliberately checks in a poor woman's dead husband as a patient; unaware of his trap, the hospital tries to swindle money out of Aditya by pretending to treat the already dead man, making him pay heavily for tests and
medicines. However, Aditya shows them the death certificate as a proof of their knowingly admitting a dead man. The young owner of the hospital, Vikas Patil, is furious when Aditya releases the video of the hospital's corruption to the media despite having struck a deal with him. Vikas is murdered by the enraged public, and his father Digvijay Patil
sees Aditya in the hospital CCTV footage, only to realize this is the same man he had supposedly killed five years ago. A flashback soon reveals that Aditya's pregnant wife Sunaina died when the buildings in their colony collapsed and killed hundreds of other people too. Aditya collected proof of the faulty buildings against builder Digvijay, who bribed
everyone and tried to bribe Aditya too by offering Rs. 10 million to spare the matter, but Aditya spurned the offer by fighting everyone in the room and nearly killing Digvijay. Aditya spared him when the latter asked for forgiveness, but Digvijay brutally retaliated by hitting him with an axe and left him for dead. However, a bus full of medical students
found the unconscious Aditya on a highway and saved his life. He then decided to use the power of idealistic, young, honest youths and trained students at National College to join his cause. Meanwhile, Sadhuram finds that all the honest officers attended National College for graduation. Shruti discovers that Aditya is the real Gabbar and is shocked
but when he tells her the truth, she supports his cause. CBI officer Kuldeep Pahwa takes charge of the case and is mystified by the facts. He listens to Sadhuram's findings, and they arrest the National College students listed by Sadhuram, but upon being beaten, the students do not divulge anything about Gabbar, which enrages him further. Shruti
tells Kuldeep that because the law doesn't work, a vigilante like Gabbar has become a hero for ordinary citizens. Sadhuram changes his view of Gabbar. Digvijay kills an honest officer to terrorize others into passing his faulty building plans. Gabbar targets Digvijay for his act. Digvijay throws a birthday party for himself, and as he cuts the cake, he
spots Aditya. Aditya and his gang kidnap him. As police search the city for Digvijay in vain, Aditya kills Digvijay in a fight that ensues between the two, following which he surrenders himself to the police and is eventually given a death penalty, sparking huge public protests and enraged students block his jail van. Kuldeep requests him to speak to the
students and he does, telling them to channel their anger against corruption and be the change society needs. Finally, while being prepared to be hanged, Aditya remarks that he will die but the movement will live on. Cast Shruti Haasan and Akshay Kumar during the film's trailer launch. Akshay Kumar as Professor Aditya Singh Rajput a.k.a. Gabbar
Shruti Haasan as Advocate Shruti, Aditya's fiance Kareena Kapoor as Sunaina Singh Rajput, Aditya's late wife (cameo appearance) Suman Talwar as Digvijay Patil Mayur Vyas as the voice of Digvijay Patil Sunil Grover as Constable Sadhuram Jaideep Ahlawat as C.B.I Officer Kuldeep Pahwa Ishita Vyas as Veena Raj Singh Arora as Govind Gawde Shruti
Bapna as Lakshmi Ravi Prakash as Ravi Manoj Chandila as Vikas Patil, Digvijay's son Vikas Shrivastav as Inspector Vikas Saanvi Talwar as Reporter Fareed Ahmed as Parvesh Anuradha Chandan as Govind's mother Siddhant Ghegadmal as Student Jehangir R Karkaria as Comic Doctor of Patil Hospital Narendra Jetly as Senior Doctor Afreen as Isha
Dutta Sai Ballal as Chandrakant Gawde Jagdish Rajpurohit as Sub Inspector Yadav Shivraj Walwekar as Police Commissioner Ashok Pant Rajeev Kacho as Vishwas Sawant Anandeshwar Dwivedi as Newsreader Uttam Haldar as Ward boy Krishna Raaz as Shanti Nagpal Prateek Srivastava as Hari Boloram Das as peon Chandraprakash Thakur as
Thakur Pradeep Shukla as Home Minister Kumud Shaw as Dr Kumud Jitendra Trehan as Dr Manoj Verma Deepak Dhadwal as Principal, National College Ruby Parihar as Varsha Chitrangada Singh in a special appearance in an item song "Aao Raja" Production Casting Reportedly, Shraddha Kapoor was considered for the role played by Hassan, but
she opted out as she was busy with the then-shoot of her film Haider. Soundtrack Gabbar Is BackSoundtrack album by Chirantan BhattYo Yo Honey SinghManj MusikReleased20 April 2015 (2015-04-20)GenreFeature Film SoundtrackLength16:02LabelZee Music Company The songs of Gabbar Is Back were composed by Chirantan Bhatt, Yo Yo Honey
Singh and Manj Musik, while the lyrics were written by Manoj Yadav, Kumaar, Sahil Kaushal, Manj Musik, Raftaar and Big Dhillon. No.TitleLyricsMusicSingersLength1."Teri Meri Kahaani"Manoj YadavChirantan BhattArijit Singh, Palak Muchhal5:312."Coffee Peetey Peetey"KumaarChirantan BhattDev Negi, Paroma Das Gupta3:383."Aao Raja"Sahil
KaushalYo Yo Honey SinghNeha Kakkar, Yo Yo Honey Singh, Teflon4:014."Warna Gabbar Aa Jayega"Manj Musik, Raftaar, Big DhillonManj MusikManj Musik, Raftaar2:52Total length:16:02 Critical response Bollywood Hungama rated the film 3 stars out of 5, writing that "On the whole, Gabbar Is Back is an average entertainer which will draw huge
footfalls over the weekend due to catchy massy title, action drama and the fact that it is releasing on a holiday."[4] Similarly, Koimoi rated it 3 stars out of 5, along with writing "If you enjoy films which have the good vs evil story with full on action and 'Dhamakedaar' dialogues, this is your film."[5] Hindustan Times rated it 3 stars out of 5, stating that
"Gabbar Is Back is a full on ‘masala’ film with a lot of applause worthy scenes. The buck stops at Akshay Kumar."[6] The Times of India rated the film 3.5 stars out of 5, writing that "Now, Gabbar Is Back – and you'll feel his return rocks."[7] Zee News also rated it 3.5 stars out of 5, writing that "After watching this we surely need a real 'Gabbar' to
blow some courage in all of us—and wipe out corruption from the root. 'Pachaas Pachaas Kos Dur Jabh Koi Rishwat Leta Hai, Toh Sabh Kehte Hain Mat Le Varna, Gabbar Aa Jaaega."[8] Subhash K. Jha of Bollywood Hungama wrote that "Akshay Gives The Super-Hero A New Definition."[9] Hindustan Times audio news praised the screen presence of
Akshay Kumar.[10] Deccan Chronicle described the movie as "cliched but enjoyable in bits".[11] Business Standard posted the ratings of IANS which gave 4 stars to the movie.[12] Box office Gabbar is Back grossed ₹1.35 billion (equivalent to ₹1.7 billion or US$22 million in 2020) world-wide.[1] References ^ a b "Gabbar Is Back - Movie - Box Office
India". boxofficeindia.com. ^ "Big plans for Akshay Kumar's 'Gabbar Is Back'". The Indian Express. 11 March 2015. ^ "After rowdy, Bhansali turns Akshay into Gabbar". The Times of India. 17 April 2013. Archived from the original on 19 April 2013. Retrieved 16 December 2013. ^ Gabbar Is Back Review. Bollywoodhungama.com (1 May 2015).
Retrieved on 28 October 2016. ^ Redkar, Surabhi (1 May 2015) KoiMoi – Gabbar Is Back. M.koimoi.com. Retrieved on 28 October 2016. ^ Vats, Rohit (3 May 2015) Gabbar Is Back review. Hindustan Times. Retrieved on 28 October 2016. ^ Das, Srijana Mitra (1 May 2015) Gabbar Is Back Movie Review. Timesofindia.indiatimes.com. Retrieved on 28
October 2016. ^ Handoo, Ritika. (5 January 2015) Gabbar Is Back movie review. Zeenews.india.com. Retrieved on 28 October 2016. ^ Bollywood Hungama (30 April 2015). "Subhash K Jha speaks about Gabbar Is Back | Latest Movie Features". Bollywood Hungama. Retrieved 23 December 2015. ^ "Gabbar Is Back review: Akshay Kumar steals the
thunder in this action-packed masala film". www.hindustantimes.com/. Hindustan times. Archived from the original on 3 May 2015. ^ "Movie review 'Gabbar Is Back': Too cliched but enjoyable in bits". Deccanchronicle.com. 1 May 2015. Retrieved 23 December 2015. ^ "'Gabbar Is Back' – Akshay redefines superhero". Business Standard. External
links Gabbar Is Back on Facebook Gabbar Is Back at IMDb Gabbar Is Back at Rotten Tomatoes Gabbar Is Back at Box Office Mojo Gabbar Is Back at Bollywood Hungama Retrieved from " Band Baaja Baaraat: Directed by Maneesh Sharma. With Ranveer Singh, Anushka Sharma, Ranjit Batra, Manu Rishi Chadha. Shruti and Bittoo become partners in
their very own "Wedding planning ka bijness" in Delhi and in the process discover friendship, love … The Producers Guild Film Awards (previously known as the Apsara Awards) was an accolade given by the Producers Guild of India to recognize excellence in Indian film and television. Originated by filmmaker and scholar Amit Khanna in 2004, the
Guild Awards were one of the major award events from 2004 till 2016, when the last awards ceremony happened. The 22 … 30.09.2020 · Movie: Bajirao Mastani (2015) Writer: Prakash Kapadia, Sanjay Leela Bhansali. 27) “Ye dhai kilo ka haath jab kisi pe padta hai na to aadmi uthta nahi uth jata hai.” Movie: Damini (1993) Writer: Rajkumar Santoshi,
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